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Can Clapping Improve your Health?
Clapping to help motivate wellness and promote physical activity
Finding fun and interactive forms of physical activity to promote health that
is enjoyable for children is fairly simple, but could it be as simple as getting
them to clap their hands? It is true that physical activity can come in all
different types of activities and clapping can provide, motivate and inspire
our future generation to continue to live a healthy well balance lifestyle. The
fields of reflexology and acupressure help us understand how the simple act
of clapping can have a major impact on our well-being.
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Reflexology (1) is used as a supporting therapy that can promote relaxation and decrease stress
through a series of message style touches on different points of the body. The pressure twenty-eight
sensitive points that are located in our hands are said to have a connection to different parts of the
body and through proper simulation of these points can help ease pain, promote relaxation, diminish
stress and get the body moving. While participating in an extended clapping activity set to music,
participates may notice elevated heart rate, fatigue of upper arm muscles, and the need incorporate
more body movements.
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Further, understanding why there are some
benefit to clapping our hands could be
explained by outlining the physiology. Our
hands contain several nerve ending and blood
vessels that can be triggered through the
action of clapping. By increasing blood flow
through this movement may improve blood
pressure and heart health. A mini review (2)
continues to suggest that clapping can
improve asthma, brain function, reduce pain
and may improve gout symptoms. However,
could improving your well-being and health
be as simple as clapping our hands?
A 2016 study (3) explains that humans have a
natural sense to move to music and most
often keep the beat. Movements can be as simple as toe or finger tapping, knee bouncing or even
clapping, by participating in these types of movements stimulate vestibular responsiveness. Which,
in turn continues to promote the continuation of movement practice. While a 2018 study (4) suggest
that incorporating clapping when teaching literacy skills among younger children is beneficial for
“temporal cues of speech sounds so as to facilitate the automatization of the grapheme-phoneme
correspondence in reading”(Bonacina, 2018). The mini review “Clapping Has Incredible Benefits” also
suggest that clapping can have favorable outcome in cognitive learning for young children. Even
though we are more interested in the benefits clapping can have on our well being, this aspect of
incorporating clapping among learning is just as beneficial for our children’s future academic success.
While studies on the benefits of clapping are relatively new and need to be further explored, finding
new and improved ways to increase, inspire and
encourage physical movement can alway be
beneficial to our well-being. So the next time you
feel the need to move your body to your favorite
song incorporate clapping into your groove, this
can help increase blood flow and muscle
engagement throughout this type of physical
activity.

Join us Today!
Clap4Health.com
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